
Soapstone sitting dharmachakra
Buddha 3in
Read More
SKU: 00251
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Soapstone sitting Dharmachakra Buddha 3 inch, sure to beautify any decoration with the serene
design. The statement piece Invites wisdom and spiritual growth.
Material: Soapstone/Pink stone Dimension(HWL): 3 x 1.7 x 0.75 inch Position: Sitting
Weight: 0.2 kg Buddha was a spiritual speaker, the founder of Buddhism, and an enlightened
one. Born as the prince of the Shakya tribe, named Siddhartha  Gautama (the one who achieves
aims), he has every luxury and opulence.  He married at the age of 16 and had a son. Until the
age of 29, he was away of experience of the real world, one day while on the way to Kapilavastu
he encountered three aspects of human infirmity when he saw an old person, a sick man, and a
dead carrying to the cremation ground, while returning to the palace he saw an ascetic walking
down in the road with a peaceful expression. This incident make him realize that no wealth
could prevent him from facing these phases. So in the quest to find the solution to this
suffering, he left his lavish and royal life and left. And 6 years later by deep meditation and
concentration he finally attain enlightenment and the answer to overcoming all the suffering.
Rest his life he spent teaching others about his finding. Teaching Buddha is widely known as the
Dharma chakra Buddha. Dharma means "Righteousness" and chakra means "Universe". In this
pose he is seen, sitting on a lotus pedestal, in the Vajrasana pose. The lotus is a symbol of
growing beautifully in dirty water likewise no matter what the situation is every human has the
potential to overcome suffering and attain enlightenment. One handheld near the chest, in
vitarka mudra, palm facing outward.  signifying the wheel of the Dharma. The left hand rests on
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the lap, forming the same vitarka mudra, palm facing upward. The circle represents the
continuous flow of wisdom. Lord Buddha teaching Buddha statue is a reflection of pure wisdom
and spirituality. Keeping a teaching Buddha statue is favorable for those who desire to achieve
academic success and spiritual growth. The best spiritual gift option for your loved ones. It
amplifies the growth and awakening of your life. Placement: A perfect size to keep on any
desk or shelf, mantle, at the home, office, study room, or library. The Northeast Zone is
considered favorable. And one thing must keep in mind while placing the statue face him to the
east. Care: Pink stone is a nonporous material so the cleaning is not so difficult, you can simply
dust it with a cloth or broom.

Soap stone sitting earth
touching Buddha idol 2.75in
Read More
SKU: 00252
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Soapstone sitting earth touching Buddha idol 2.75 inch. Add a sophisticated charm to your
space. The fine smooth finish statue can heighten your home or office for the right decoration.
Material: Soapstone/Pink stone Dimension(HWL): 2.75 x 1.75 x 0.6 inch Position: Sitting
Weight: 0.2 kg Buddha means "a person who is awake", born with the named Siddhartha
Guatama, son of the king of the Shakya tribe. Brought up will all lush and luxury, he unaware of
outside world and hardship of human. He married and had a son until the age of 29.  One day
he was on the way to Kaplilavastu where he encountered an old man, a sick and a dead man,
each for the first time. Which disturbed him to question the inevitable truths of human fate
which no one can escape from. In the same way, while he was returning he saw a monk walking
so peacefully down the street. He then decided to leave all the luxury and royal life and walk
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out to search for a way to overcome the universal suffering. For the next six years, he hunts for
the answer and lives a life of self-denial and deprivation, but the solution to his quest did not
found, he finally sat beneath a bodhi tree, in Bodh Gaya for several days and finally attain
enlightenment. The Bhumispara mudra or the earth touching Buddha is the part of his
meditation days, his triumph over the temptation of demon Mara. A demon named Mara tried to
scare and tempt him to prevent him from achieving his final goal, knowing this Lord Buddha
touched the ground with his right hand to witness the earth goddess, of his enlightenment, to
which earth goddess appeared and sweep the demon away with a flood, allowing Buddha to
achieve enlightenment. The earth-touching form of Buddha is seen sitting on a lotus platform
with both legs folded in a double lotus pose. The right hand s held flat in the right knee fingers
pointing towards the ground, palm facing inward. While the left hand resting on the lap, in
vitarka mudra palm face up. Eyes are fully closed in deep meditation. This pose is a gesture of
indestructible.  the earth-touching statue helps to calm down the mind, reduces stress and
anxiety. improves the mental state of serenity and harmony, also beneficial for health-related
issues. Placement: Earth-touching statues are always places facing the east, where the sun
rises. It represents the mother earth element so you can choose to place him in the center too.
The study, library, Living room, office, mantle desk are also favorable options to keep the
statue. It can prove to be a most loved gift item to your dear ones. Care:  Nonporous material
like soapstone is easy to clean, use cloth or a broom to dust the surface.

Soap stone Ganesha resting in a
sea shell 3in
Read More
SKU: 00249
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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Lord Ganesha in this statue is depicted in a reclining position inside the conch. The lord is
carved out beautifully in a soap stone with proper definition on the design. Lord Ganesha is
depicted with two hands here one resting on his knee other on pillow beside him. It symbolizes
luxury, comfort, wealth and prosperity. When Lord Ganesha is shown in this form it gives a very
royal and divine look. Lord Ganesha is believed to be the bestower of success and boon and on
being worshiped with dedication and devotion showers royalty, prosperity, knowledge,
harmony, peace and love. This beautiful masterpiece can be placed in your office table, or for
decoration in house or inside car. The lord will not just beautify your surrounding but will also
protect you from evil. So bring this statuette home to protect your family and loved ones from
evil and remove obstacles and progress in path of prosperity.

Soapstone Red Ganesha resting
on the moon 3in
Read More
SKU: 00246
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Idols,
Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
In this statue the lord is presented in a very captivating manner in a reclining position on a
moon. This beautiful statuette made out of red sand stone can leave you speechless with its
extreme beauty. The lord is depicted holding a mace and a noose in his two hands and his one
hand is resting over his knee and other resting on a pillow on his side. The two tools mace and
noose also called passa and ankusha are used to tame wild elephants and here the wild
elephant refers to one wild untamable mind. Lord Ganesha is the Vighna-Vinashak who removes
all obstacles and blesses one with numerous boons and unimaginable success. So bring this
lord home to be bestowed with good luck, prosperity, knowledge, happiness, peace, harmony
and success.
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Soap stone car dashboard
Ganesha playing shehenai 3inch
Read More
SKU: 00221
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues,
Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures, Stone
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
Shehnai is a very old musical instrument in Indian culture; it is considered a good symbol and is
played during the marriages throughout the country. Lord Ganesha is an embodiment of music,
art and dance and is mostly depicted in various forms playing various musical instruments and
playing. In this statue the elephant headed jolly Ganesha is portrayed sitting on a lotus platform
and playing a Shehnai. The statue carved out of white sandstone is depicted with beauty and
perfection, enough to make the viewer spell bound. These type of portraits will not just enhance
the beauty of your study or office table but will also make a great accessory for your car. This
mesmerizing piece of beauty is indeed a masterpiece. So don’t miss out the chance to make it
yours. This jolly Ganesha is a good luck charm and will keep you energized the whole day and
will bring fortune to you.
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Soap stone sculpture Bal Gopal
in a leaf 9 inch B60
Read More
SKU: 00220
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Laddu Gopal Murti,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Bal Krishna is an innovative and unique piece of stone sculptures to showcase on your wall
something different from the regular décor. It serves your sophistication with a subtle style.
Material: Pink stone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 9 x 6.5 x 2.5 inch The beautiful statue
of Bal Gopal:

The stone sculpture of Bala Gopal is engraved in a leaf design plinth.
The lovely  Bala Gopal is seen playing like an infant.
The stone sculpture of the baby Kanha is adorned with many ornaments engraved within
it.
It is a wonderful craft of stone carving, from the basket of the skillful artisans of Odisha.

The enchanting  Baby Krishna: The Mischievous child:

Bala Gopal is the childhood form of Bhagwaan Krishna. Lord Bishnu has appeared many
times on earth, Krishna avatar is one of them.
Lord Krishna has shown his divine power, right after his birth. Which was widely famous as
"Bal Leela".
He was very wicked in his childhood, doing pranks along with Gopis and Gopas.
As he grew older he started stealing butter from his own house and the neighbors. To
which he famed as "Makhan Chor " means  "the butter thief"
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In Gopal, "Gou" means "cow" and "pala" means the protector. Balak means child so as Bal
Gopal name formed.

Ideas and suggestions to follow while installing the stone sculptures:

Hang it or engrave it in the Northeast corner will be very fortunate. Make sure that it faces
east to west or vice versa while placing it.
Couples expecting a lovely child or any childless couple are believed to bestow with his
grace.
As he is believed to be the symbol of love so, keeping an idol of it would amplify the love
and affection between the family and between the couple.
Keeping a Bal Gopal statue at home or office will bring luck, and fortune into your life.
In interior designing, this piece would make wonder. You can engrave it with wide
possibilities like, on the wall of the temple, living room, office, restaurant. The door of your
temple, main entrance, the front gate sidewall is also a few more options to hand or
engrave the statue.
A charming gifting option for your dear one on their special occasion.

Instruction for taking care of the  beautiful stone sculptures:

The non-porosity is a major advantage of Soapstone.
It is a weatherproof material. It can stand in any weather and is easy to clean.
For cleaning, use a soft cloth or brush and wipe down the surface of the statue.
The cleaning should follow every other day to get rid of the dust.
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Anthua Bal Gopal soap stone
statue 5.6 inch B59
Read More
SKU: 00219
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Laddu Gopal Murti,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Enhance the ambiance of your interior space with the Anthua Bal Gopal stone sculptures, and 
Embrace the classic sophistication which coordinates easily with any décor theme. Material:
Pink stone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 5.6 x 6.2 x 3.2 inch Position: Crawling The
incredible baby Krishna stone sculptures :

The stone sculpture of Anthua Bal Gopal is crawling on the base of the lotus structure.
The adorable baby Bal Gopal is seen holding Ladoo in one hand while crawling.
The Bal Gopal statue is adorned with many ornaments engraved within it.
Stone carving is one of the major handicrafts of Odisha, which makes it globally popular for
its astonishingly skilled stone carved by skillful artists.

"Makhan chor": The cute  baby Krishna 

Anthua Bal Gopal is the childhood form of Lord Krishna. Lord Krishna is the eighth Avatara
of Lord Vishnu.
Right from his birth, he has shown his godly miracles. Widely known as "Bal Leela".
He is widely popular as Ladoo Gopal, who loves Ladoo of Makhan (Butter).
He loves eating butter, since childhood. So he started stealing it from his own house as
well as from neighbors.
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"Anthu" means "knee", thus Anthua means "on his knee". "Gou" means "cow" and "pala"
means the protector. Which forms the word, Gopal.

Placement possibilities and merits of the charming stone sculptures:

Placing the Anthua Bal Gopal, in the Northeast corner will be very beneficial. Make sure
that it faces east to west or west to east while placing it.
Couples expecting an adorable child or any childless couple are believed to be blessed.
Lord Krishna is believed to be the god of love and compassion, keeping an idol of it would
boost the love and affection between the family and between the couple.
Keeping an Anthua Bal Gopal at home or office spreads positivity and spirituality around it.
The Temple of your home/office/institute is also a favorable place to install the divine
statue.
You can prefer to place him on the console, ascent, the showcase of your living room, and
on the sideboard.
Gift your dear one the baby Krishna on their special occasion.

A tiny guide to care of the stone sculptures:

The non-porosity is a major property of Soapstone.
Soapstone is a weatherproof material.
Wipe down the surface of the statue with a soft cloth.
The cleaning should follow every alternative day to get rid of the dirt.
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Chaturbhuja Narayana pink
stone sculpture 8 inch B49
Read More
SKU: 00209
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description

Soap stone Krishna statue
playing flute with cow 12 inch
B48
Read More
SKU: 00208
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
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Soap stone Lakshmi and
Narayan sitting statue 8 inch
B47
Read More
SKU: 00207
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description

Krishna Radha playful moment
soap stone statue 8 inch B46
Read More
SKU: 00206
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
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Soap stone Lord Krishna statue
with flute 8 inch B45
Read More
SKU: 00205
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Lord Vishnu pink soap stone
statue 8 inch B44
Read More
SKU: 00179
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description
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Sukla-Ambara-DharamVissnnumShashi-VarnnamCatur-Bhujam | Prasanna-
VadanamDhyaayetSarva-Vighno[a-U]pashaantaye ||

Meaning: (We Meditate on Sri Vishnu) Who is Wearing White Clothes, Who is All-Pervading,
who is Bright in Appearance like the Moon and Who is Having Four Hands. Who is Having a
Compassionate and Gracious Face, Let us Meditate on Him To Ward of all Obstacles. This statue
is of Lord Vishnu who is a part of the trinity and is the protector of whole universe is standing
here with conch, chakra and gadda in his three arms. In his fourth arm he has his thumb and
index finger forming circle and blessing the mass to conquer every obstacle and gain victory in
every situation. Near his feet sits his vahana Garuda with folded hands. Bring home this
beautiful statuette to feel empowered with the strength of righteousness and goodness.

Lord Vishnu Anantashayana
Soap stone statue 14.5 in B42
Read More
SKU: 00177
Price: ₹100,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description

Shaanta-AakaaramBhujaga-Shayanam Padma-NaabhamSura-Iisham  Vishva-
AadhaaramGagana-SadrshamMegha-VarnnaShubha-Anggam|  Lakssmii-Kaantam
Kamala-NayanamYogibhir-Dhyaana-Gamyam  VandeVissnnumBhava-Bhaya-Haram
Sarva-Loka-Eka-Naatham ||

Meaning: We salute to the serene appearing lord Sri Vishnu, Who Rests on the Adisesha
serpent, Who has a lotus emerging from His Navel and Who is the Lord of the Devas. The lord
Who Sustains the Universe, Who is Boundless and Infinite like the Sky, Whose Colour is like the
Cloud (greyish) and Who has a Beautiful and Auspicious Body. The Husband of goddess
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Lakshmi, Whose Eyes are like Lotus and Who is Attainable to the Yogis by Meditation.
Salutations to That Vishnu Who Removes the Fear of Worldly Existence and Who is the Lord of
All the Lokas. The above mentioned shloka says it all. Lord Vishnu the protector is depicted here
sleeping on the Sesha nag with conch(sankha), lotus(Padma), chakra(sudarshan) and gadda in
his four arms and from his navel emerges the creator God Lord Brahma sitting on a lotus.
Massaging his feet is goddess Lakshmi, the goddess of beauty and wealth who also is the wife
of lord Vishnu. He is believed to be resting on the milky way galaxy guarding the whole universe
which is his creation. So feel protected under the blessings of the protector around your office
and house premises.

Soap Stone Lord Krishna Playing
Flute statue 15.5 inch B41
Read More
SKU: 00176
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Devaki-nandanahsriso Nanda-gopa-priyatmajah Yamuna-vega-samhari Balabhadra-
priyanujah

Meaning: The lord of Lakshmi, the goddess of fortune, Krishna, is the transcendental son of
Devaki devi, and dear son of Raja Nanda and the younger brother of Balabhadra (Balarama). In
this human form, he tamed the fierce flowing Yamuna river to come under control. Lord Krishna
was an incarnation of lord Vishnu, the part of trinity who is the protector of the universe. Lord
Vishnu takes form of human in every yug to defeat the demon and establish the victory of good
over evil. Here lord Krishna is depicted standing in tribhanga pose beneath the tree with his
cow. Lord Krishna hold his favourite musical instrument the flute which he used to play to
enchant the cowgirls of vrindavan. Lord Krishna was a cowboy of vrindavan and was also the
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protector of the people of Gokul-Dham.

Lord Krishna soap stone statue
8 inch B40
Read More
SKU: 00175
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Navanita-nava-hari Mucukunda-prasadakah Sodasa-stri-sahasresho Tri-bhangi-
madhurakrtih

Meaning: Krishna, the butter-thief while a child, mercifully granted hermit king Muchukunda his
long felt wish. He had the following of thousands of queens (Gopis), delighting them with his
‘tribhangi’- the mesmerising three-angled bending pose. Lord Krishna here is depicted standing
in a tribhanga pose, playing flute mesmerising every soul. This statuette reminds us about the
scene of Vrindavan when Krishna lord used to play his flute and all cowgirls of Gokul-dham used
to dance to the tune of his music. Lord Krishna is portrayed with a wide bright smile on his face,
which depicts peace and pleasantness. So bring home this statuette to spread the message of
happiness and protection around your surroundings.
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Unique Lord Narasimha pink
soap stone sculpture 8in B39
Read More
SKU: 00174
Price: ₹15,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Narasimha Statue,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Here lord Vishnu is depicted in his terrible form Narsimha, which means half lion half human,
which he undertook in order to kill the demon king Hiranyakashyapu and protect his devotee
Prahalad. Narsimha here is portrayed having a small kid on his lap and chakra and sankha
(conch) with his two arms. His legs crossed and his other two arms resting upon his knees. Over
his head is the Seshanag who is the serpent over which lord Vishnu lies down. The fierce look
on the face of the lord depicts his anger and disgust towards the evils, which harm his
devotees. So feel protected and safe under the protection of lord Vishnu by bringing this
statuette for your home or your office premises.
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Soap stone Lakshmi Narayana
Sculpture 12 inch B37
Read More
SKU: 00172
Price: ₹32,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description
Lakssmii-Kaantam, Who is the Husband of Devi Lakshmi and this statue beautifully, depicts the
love of the deity couple. Lakshmi Narayanare the supreme of gods and goddesses. During the
churning of ocean floor goddess Lakshmi came out and all the demons and gods were stunned
by her unimaginable beauty but she claimed that she is already married to lord Narayan who is
the protector of this world from her all previous lives and married to him. She is the goddess of
wealth and beauty, by worshiping both of these deities we can avail ample amount of wealth,
beauty, love and peace. Here the deity couple are depicted to be standing next each other, with
a beautiful bhangi. Lord Narayan has four arms in which he holds sankha, the conch, chakra,
the sudarshan, and gadda and with his fourth arm he blesses the mass being the protector.
Goddess Lakshmi rests her one hand on Narayan and with other she holds the lotus. The
statuette is made out of the best type of stone i.e; Soapstone, a metamorphic rock which is
composed primarily of talc and is usually very soft. Soapstone is typically grey, bluish, green, or
brown in colour, often variegated. Its name is derived from its "soapy" feel and softness. The
very famous statue of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil was also made of the same kind of soapstone.
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Dancing Krishna Kaliyadalana
Avatar sculpture 12 inch B36
Read More
SKU: 00171
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Putana-jivita-harah Sakatasura-bhanjanah Nandavraja-jananandi Satchidananda-
vigrahah

Meaning: Lord Krishna ended the life of the evil Putana and broke the demon Sakatasura
apart. Being filled with true inner knowledge and bliss, he delighted Nanda Maharaja and the
residents of Vrajabhumi. Lord Krishna here is depicted to be dancing furiously over the big black
snake named, Kalia. Lord Krishna was the incarnation of lord Vishnu and was born on earth to
establish righteousness. He was a playful, notorious and the most mischievous cowboy of the
city apart from that he also was brave, courageous and fearless. In order to end the fear of Kalia
from people’s heart he defeated him and ordered him to leave the place. So bring home this
statuette to feel blessed and protected by the powerful lord.
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Green soap stone Radha Krishna
under a tree statue 12 in B35
Read More
SKU: 00170
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Shrivatsankam mahoraskam vanamala virajitam | shanka-chakradharam devam
Krishnam vande jagadgurum ||

Meaning: One who has the divine birth mark of ‘srivatsa’, One who has broad chest, One who
has garland of wild flowers. The divine being who bears shankha and chakram, Praise is to
Krishna the universal guru. Radha-krishna two names always taken together, who are meant to
be two bodies one soul, they exhibit the most selfless type of love, which tempts every soul to
fall in love. A love story which did not meet its destination but is always remembered as most
beautiful love-story. Shri Krishna did not marry Radha rani but could never forget her through
his life. So bring home this statuette and experience the most remarkable love story in history.
Even feel loved and enjoy the masterpiece beautifying your house and office premises.
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Radha Krishna Standing under a
tree with cow sculpture 12.5 in
B34
Read More
SKU: 00169
Price: ₹27,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Srivatsa-kaustubha-dharo Yasoda-vatsalo harih Chaturbhujatta-cakrasi Gada sankha
bujayudhah

Meaning: Krishna, wearing the jewel of Kaustubha in the navel, is an affectionate son of his
mother Yasoda-devi. In his four-armed form, he holds the Sudarsana-chakra, a conch-shell a
sword, a mace, various such weapons. He is known to remove the material attachments that
bind his devotees. This enchanting statue reminds us of the beautiful scenario of rasa-leela in
Treta yug. Here lord lord Krishna is playinging his favourite musical instrument flute, with his
two hands standing in tribhanga with his cow behind him. Next to him stands his most favourite
cowgirl, Radha. She holds an earthen pot in one hand and supports his other hand on shoulder
of lord Krishna below a kadamba tree. So bring home his hypnotising statue to experience love
and peace.
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Pink soapstone Lord Krishna
playing flute with cow 12 in B33
Read More
SKU: 00168
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Devaki-nandanah sriso Nanda-gopa-priyatmajah Yamuna-vega-samhari Balabhadra-
priyanujah

Meaning: Krishna is the transcendental son of Devaki-devi, and dear son of Raja Nanda and
the younger brother of Balabhadra (Balarama). In this human form, he tamed the fierce flowing
Yamuna river to come under control. Lord Krishna here is depicted to be standing with
tribhanga playing flute with cow behind him, which reminds us of the enchanting scene of
Gokul-dham when Krishna used to take out his cattle for grazing near Yamuna river. The
beautiful bhangi of the cow boy of Vrindavan can hypnotise any soul who sees him. So bring
home this amazing statuette to beautify your house and office premises with the epitome of
love and peace.
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Soap stone Lord Vishnu sitting
statue 8.5 inch B31
Read More
SKU: 00166
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description

Kaayena Vaacaa Manase[a-I]ndriyairvaa Buddhy[i]-Aatmanaa Va-Anusrta-
Svabhaavaat | Karoti Yad-Yat-Sakalam Parasmai Naaraayannayeti Samarpayet-Tat ||

Meaning: Whatever I do with the Body, Speech, Mind or the Sense Organs, Either by
discrimination of the Intellect, or by the deeper feelings of the Heart, or by the existing
Tendencies of the Mind, I Do them All (i.e. Whatever work is to be done) without Ownership, And
I Surrender them at the feet of Sri Narayana. Here the protector and the supreme lord Vishnu is
depicted sitting with four hands, in one he holds his sudarshan chakra, in other he holds gadda
and in other he holds sankha, or the conch. With his other hand he blesses the one who
worships him with whole heart, and grants their all the wishes and protect them from any sort
of trouble. He has taken several forms in order to protect the world and to establish the
dharma. So bring home this statuette to feel the power of truth and righteousness. Feel
protected from all evil with the blessings of the supreme lord.
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Soap Stone Murali Krishna
Sculpture 8 inch B30
Read More
SKU: 00165
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Suka-vag-amrtabdhindur govindo govidam patih Vatsapalana-sanchari Dhenukasura-
bhanjanah

What it means Krishna’s attractiveness was like the moon rising out of an ocean of nectar.
Being the master of the cowherd residents of Vrajabhumi, he protected them and the calves by
destroying the demon Dhenuka who tormented them. Krishna was also called Kanha, Nila-mani,
Vasudeva, etc. He was one of the incarnations of the supreme lord, Vishnu who was one of the
trinity. His charm can captivate you and leave you enchanted. The beautifully carved statuette
absolutely justifies the beauty of the supremely loved deity. This reminds us of the scenario of
Vrindavan when Krishna used to take out his cattle for grazing near Yamuna river and would
play his flute to impress the cowgirls of the city. So experience the supremacy and miracle of
the lord by bringing home this amazing statuette.
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